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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0083563A1] 1. A drawer for orderly keeping small items, particularly medicaments in medicament cupboards, comprising transverse
partitions (4), which are adapted to be adjustably inserted between parallel carrying walls (1, 2) of the drawer and serve to divide the interior of the
drawer into compartments, wherein each transverse partition comprises a partition leaf (6), which extends substantially from one carrying wall (1)
to the opposite one (2), and a holder (5), which is rigidly attached to the partition leaf (6) on one side and is adapted to be fitted onto the adjacent
carrying wall (1) so as to straddle the same and when thus fitted is held against tilting about an axis which is at right angles to the carrying wall
(1) under the action of forces exerted by the small items onto the partition leaf (6), characterized in that transverse partition (4) is provided at least
the partition leaf (6) of each transverse partition (4) is adapted to assume two positions for use in the drawer, which positions can be selected as
required, and in one of said position the partition leaf (6) at its end that is remote from the holder (5) extends into detent means (19, 26, 41), which
extend parallel to the carrying wall (2) which is adjacent to said end of the partition leaf, whereas in the other position the partition (6) is disengaged
from said recesses so that one position for use is a slidable partition position, in which the transverse partition (4) is slidably held only at one end by
the holder at the adjacent carrying wall.
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